
 Appleton Laboratory 
Astronomer Royal assaults Professor 

What on earth is going on in the picture on the left? 
It's quite simple. The Astronomer Royal, Professor 
Arnold W. Wolfendale FRS, is putting a cloth over 
the head of Professor John C. Brown DSc FRSE, the 
Chair of Astrophysics at the University of Glasgow. 
Why? 
Is he trying to show Professor Brown what happens 
when the sun goes down? Why didn't the national 
press pick up this sensation? Turn to page 3 and all 
will be revealed. 
This event happened at the official opening of the new 
Glasgow Starlink node on 25th January. Later on, the 
new Liverpool node was officially opened on 21st 
March. 
In addition to the openings, Starlink has displayed its 
wares at a number of public functions in the last 6 
months. First, there was the AAS meeting in 
Washington DC on  January. Then, there was 

 fest in London on 4-5th February. Finally, there 
was  AM in Edinburgh on 5-8th April. This last 
event led to the production of the first Starlink 
'Glossy' in 14 years. 
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Editorial 

In the last six months, Starlink has been well and 
truly weighed in two balances. The first was a report 
published in January by the National Audit Office (see 
below). The second was the massive Starlink Software 
Questionnaire which was completed by over 500 users 
in January. The results of this are still being analysed, 
but a preliminary report is given on pages 23 to 27. 

In the next six months, Starlink will come under the 
scrutiny of two more reviews: ARP and  — ARP is 
the ADAM Review Panel, which will review the progress 
with Starlink's set of software infrastructure tools; OIM 
is the  Strategic Review Panel. 

On top of these past and current reviews, Star-
link has also been involved in the reformatting of our 
parent organisation: the Science and Engineering Re-
search Council (SERC). As mentioned in the previous 
edition, on 1st April the SERC was split into EPSRC 
(Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council) 
and PPARC (Particle Physics and Astronomy Research 
Council). The Observatories (RGO and ROE) are now 

The NAO report 

A year ago we announced in the Bulletin that the 
Starlink Project (along with 3 other RAL facilities) was 
being examined by the National Audit Office (NAO). 
Their report was published on 21st January 1994. I'm 
pleased to say that Starlink and RAL came out of it 
well. Only 16% of the 232 respondents to the NAO's 
questionnaire said that Starlink was not important in 
helping to meet research objectives. Furthermore, 96% 
of respondents said that the quality of assistance from 
Starlink staff was good, very good or excellent and the 
efforts of Site Managers were singled out for favourable 
comment. 

The overall conclusion of the report was: "The very 
positive response to the National Audit Office survey 
demonstrates that to a great extent the facilities and ser-
vices provided by the Laboratory meet the needs of their 
users, and that they are highly valued by most users...  

Inevitably, the report pointed out a few areas which 
could be improved. The most serious weakness identi-
fied by the NAO was that of insufficient resources, par-
ticularly disk space and CPU power. However, these re-
sources have doubled since the NAO's survey was made 
and are set to increase further. 

Other areas mentioned by the NAO were the ab-
sence of a formal complaints procedure and user train-
ing. The introduction of a formal complaints procedure 
will be discussed by the Starlink Panel at their July 
meeting. Meanwhile, don't forget that Site Managers 
are there to deal with complaints and problems, and re-
ports of difficulties with Starlink software can be mailed 

part of PPARC. However, Starlink's management team 
is centred at RAL, and RAL is currently the responsi-
bility of EPSRC. 

Starlink's move from VMS to Unix is speeding up. 
At the time of writing, 7 sites had completed the transi-
tion, including our largest site, Cambridge. Two articles 
in this edition give two different reactions to the change. 
On page 7, Rachael  gives what is basically a 
cry of pain which will be read with sympathy by fellow 
sufferers. However, a message 'of hope to these people 
is provided on page 10 by Richard Nicholson who puts 
the changes in an historical context, and assures us that 
there is indeed "life after VMS". (Both authors have 
chosen to give their articles composite titles that look 
like those of Gilbert  Sullivan operas. Is this a recog-
nised  Syndrome?) 

By the way, I made a shocking mistake in my last 
editorial. The Clachnacudden merger formed Caledo-
nian Thistle, not Inverness United as claimed. My fault. 

Mike  Starlink, RAL mdl@star.rl.ac.uk 

to ussc@star.rl.ac.uk. 
90% of respondents said they had received sufficient 

information for their work on Starlink (Starlink's score 
on this question was the highest of the four facilities 
surveyed). Nevertheless, this article is an opportunity to 
remind users of the information and training available. 

Starlink's primary source of information is our doc-
umentation. This is available in paper form from all 
Site Managers, and is also available on-line on Starlink 
systems and via the World Wide Web. On-line help is 
provided by nearly all packages, and handy Reference 
Cards are also available from Site Managers. The doc-
umentation includes indexes and overviews. 

University Computer Services usually run relevant 
training courses, for example on Unix, and Starlink 
staff — Site Managers, Application Programmers and 
RAL staff — are all available to help with specific prob-
lems or to provide more general training. For example, 
where there is sufficient demand, Site Managers can ar-
range training sessions or demonstrations, given either 
by themselves, by visiting Application Programmers, or 
by visiting RAL staff. New research students are usually 
introduced to Starlink at the research student's summer 
school, and many Site Managers supplement this with 
local training. If a visit is impractical, enquiries can be 
addressed to Application Programmers and RAL staff 
by e-mail. 

Finally, Starlink News messages and Bulletin arti-
cles aim to keep users up-to-date with new packages and 
major updates. 

Mike Lawden, Starlink, RAL mdl@star.rl.ac.uk 
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Glasgow's new link to the Stars 

 

 
 

On January 25th, the UK Astronomer Royal, Professor Arnold W. Wolfendale FRS, visited Glasgow University to 
perform the official log-on ceremony joining Glasgow to the Starlink UK national network of astronomical computing 
systems. 

The first Starlink nodes were opened in 1980 to improve the efficiency of astronomical data handling through 
exchange and standardisation of data and software. Since then, the huge expansion in the rate of acquisition of 
data on cosmic objects, from ground and space-based telescopes, has resulted in ever more rapid expansion of the 
Starlink system. For most of its first decade, however, Starlink's official role excluded research in the areas of 
instrumentation, theoretical astronomy, and solar system physics — unfortunately the very areas in which Glasgow's 
research strengths are greatest. Recent relaxation of these restrictions quickly led Glasgow to apply to join the 
Starlink fold by means of an SERC Grant to Professors Brown and Hough, and Drs. Clarke, Diver and Simmons, 
of the Dept. of Physics and Astronomy and Dr. A. L. MacKinnon of the Dept. of Adult and Continuing Education. 
This, and subsequent central funding of the facility through Starlink, provides the Glasgow astronomers with a 
dedicated Sun Unix computer cluster and a half-funded system manager (Dr. Shashi Kanbur), as well as streamlined 
network access to the entire astronomical community in the UK plus many overseas users, and to an enormous pool 
of data, software and expertise. Among the projects which will benefit from the facility are analysis of high energy 
eruptions on the sun (observed from the Japan-US-UK satellite, YohKoh), studies of polarised light from the stars, 

 statistics, theory of natural and laboratory plasmas, and gravitational wave detector development. 
The opening reception was held in the new Physics and Astronomy Common Room. It was attended by 100 

or so, including the Principal, Vice Principal, Dean and Vice Dean, and visitors from many other Departments and 
Universities. They adjourned to new Lecture Room 257 where a link to the new Starlink node had been set up with 
a large-screen video display. Following a welcome by Professor Ferrier, Professor Brown gave a layman's introduction 
to Starlink by conjuring up more and more star images on his cosmic domino, and, with the able but apprehensive 
assistance of the Astronomer Royal, produced a commemorative plaque from a black bag which had materialised in 
the Glasgow Dark Matter Experiment (see photo). Professor  then addressed the company on the state 
of play of British science and astronomy, emphasising the importance of both a diverse community of researchers 
and of  communications among them, and also of the explanation of science to the public such as through 
observatory visits and evening classes, in both of which Glasgow is very active. His official log-on initiated a 10 
minute demonstration of some of Starlink's capabilities, with commentary from Starlink Project Manager Patrick 
Wallace. 

In addition to marking Glasgow's joining the Starlink family, it also celebrated the removal of the main body 
of the Astronomy and Astrophysics group after 23 years in the Mathematics Building to the new Level 6 of the 
refurbished Physics  Astronomy Building, where the Starlink node is located, and which several guests visited at 
the end of the event. This left just enough time to whisk the Astronomer Royal and RAL guests to GUU Bridie 
Library where they attended a Burns' Supper, hosted by a student Astronomical Society. 

John Brown, Glasgow john@astro.gla.ac.uk 
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New products 

On 19th January 1994, the last and 650th release 
of Starlink software on VMS took place. The first one 
occurred on 28th March 1980, so the series represents 
nearly one release a week for nearly 14 years. 

We are now firmly in the Unix era (interregnum?), 
and the products mentioned below have been released 
on this system during the period October 1993 to 
April 1994 inclusive. During this time there have been 
25 software releases which included 21 software items 
which were new to Unix. Of these, 12 were old (derived 
from VMS versions) and 9 were totally new. 

Old items 

The old items are those which already existed in 
some form in the VMS collection. Of these, nine have 
been ported from VMS to Unix: 

chart convert dipso 
 email fitsio 

iras90  rps 

Two are parts of ADAM which have been devolved as 

separate items: 

 par 

One has been renamed: 

hdstrace (used to be T R A C E ) 

New items 

The new items comprise those which were written 
by Starlink staff: 

cat catapp  

and those which were imported from the public domain: 

expect ftnchek mosaic 
 tk xanadu 

The new items will now be described in more detail. 

Starlink generated 

cat: is a library of routines for accessing astronomical 
catalogues. (SUN/181) 

catapp: contains four simple applications which demon-
strate how to use the cat routines to access cata-
logues. (SUN/181) 

xadam: is a GUI for running ADAM applications. It 
was described and illustrated in the last issue of 
this Bulletin. It is particularly useful for finding 
out what a package or application can do, and for 
exploring new data before the detailed reduction 
process has been designed. It is not intended to 
supersede the typing of ADAM commands on a ter-
minal; to execute pre-defined command sequences, 
typing at a terminal or writing scripts will con-
tinue to be the most efficient way to use ADAM. 
 

Imported 

ftnchek: detects errors in Fortran77 source code, es-
pecially mistakes that tend to be missed by com-
pilers and linkers. In particular, it performs care-
ful checks on subprogram interfaces. (SUN/172, 
MUD/153) 

Mosaic: is a hypertext help system. It is an X win-
dows application, so you must run the program 
from a workstation or an X terminal. It is par-
ticularly important in its rôle as a World Wide 
Web client, as it can connect to any WWW server 
and read the information it provides. (SUN/175, 

 MUD/148) 

 tk, expect: were all installed to support xadam, 
but in fact have wide   is a com-
mand language which can be embedded in appli-

 tk is an X window toolkit for use in con-
junction with  expect emulates a user sitting 
at a terminal. 

xanadu: was obtained from Keith Arnaud and Orin 
Day at GSFC. It is released by Starlink as part 
of the Devolved Set and is not supported by the 
Project. Among other things, it contains native 
versions of pgplot, qdp,   xronos, 
and fitsio. 

New versions 

New versions of the following applications have 
been released: 

  formload 
jed  tex 

 xdisplay 

and new versions of the following subroutine libraries 
have been released: 

fio grp hds 
help nbs pgplot 
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Item Description Documents 

Applications 

 Spectroscopy 
DIPSO Display & plotting S50 
FIGARO General data reduction S86 
SPECDRE Data reduction S140 

A2: Image Processing & Photometry 
PISA Position, intensity & shape 
SAOIMAGE Image display S166 

A3: General Purpose 
XANADU GSFC software system 

A5: Database Management 
CATAPP Sample CAT use (S181) 

A7: Specific Instruments 
CCDPACK CCD S139 
IRAS90 IRAS  
IUEDR  G3 S37 

A8: Data Handling & Format Conversion 
CONVERT Format conversion S55 
HDSTRACE HDS object listing S102 

A9: Observation Preparation etc 
ASTROM Basic  S5 
CHART Finding chart 
COCO Coordinate conversion 
FORMLOAD Electronic form filler 
RPS Submit Rosat proposals S18 
RV Radial velocity correction S78 
TPOINT Telescope pointing analysis S100 

All: Mathematics & Statistics 
ASURV Data with upper limits 

All: Document Preparation 
JED Text editor S168 
TEX Document typesetting - S9 M132,133 

A14: General Utilities 
DOCFIND Starlink document search 
EMAIL E-mail help S182 
MOSAIC Hypertext help S175 M147,148,151,152 
NEWS Starlink news & job adverts 
PINE E-mail  
XDISPLAY X-windows display setup S129 

A15: Programming Support 
FTNCHEK Fortran code checker S172M153 

Item Description Documents 

Subroutine Libraries 
 Astronomical & Mathematical 

MEMSYS Maximum entropy S117 
SLALIB Positional astronomy S67 

S2: Data Access & Management 
 Catalogue handling S181 
 Fortran  S143 
FITSIO FITS  on disk  
GRP Object group management  50 
HDS Hierarchical data system S92 
NBS Adam noticeboard system S77 

S3: Graphics 
 Graphics database S113 
GNS Workstation name service 
GRAPHPAR Adam graphics 
GWM X window manager 
 Image display interface 
PGPLOT High-level S113 
SGS Simple interface to GKS S113 

S4: Other 
CHR Character handling S40 
CNF  programming 
EMS Error message service 
HELP Interactive help system S124 
MERS Message & error reporting 
PAR Parameter system S114 
 Posix interface 

Infrastructure 

ADAM Starlink environment G6  15,144 
XADAM GUI interface S178 

General Documents 
Unix - An introduction S145 
Guide to on-line bibliographies & information S174 
E-mail guide (locations & addresses) M118 
UK ROSAT data archive centre, user guide, v2.0 M143 
HTML - A beginner's guide M149 
URLs - A beginner 's guide  50 
Guide to network resource tools M155 

Document codes: G=SG; 5=. SUN; M=MUD 

Table 1. The table above summarises the names of all the software items and documents that are new, or have 
changed during the period October 1993 to April 1994 inclusive. 

Documents 

In addition to the documents associated directly 
with software releases, there have been other new issues, 
in particular: 

 is a revision of the introduction to Unix. It 
is issued as a convenient small wire-bound booklet, 
and has a Quick Reference Card associated with 
it. 

S U N / 1 7 4 is a guide to on-line bibliographic databases 
and other information services which might be use-
ful to astronomers. It concentrates on facilities 
which are either provided within the astronomical 
community, or which are available free of charge. 

M U D / 1 5 5 is a guide to the tools and resources avail-
able on the Internet. 

Mike Lawden, Starlink, RAL mdl@star.rl.ac.uk 
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Comings and goings 

 
 

It has been another active period on the Person-
nel front, with 5 comings and 6 goings in the last six 
months. 

Comings 

One new site manager, three new assistants, and 
one administrator have been appointed: 

 Gledhill is the new manager of the Hatfield 
node. 

Pamela Murray is the new assistant to the site 
manager of the Durham node. 

Karen Brazier and Kevin Ferguson are both 
new user support assistants at the Edinburgh node. 
These posts are short term and will assist local users in 
their transition to Unix. 

Nicky Robins has replaced Margaret Ellis (see 
below) in the Starlink admin office at RAL. 

Goings 

We have lost two contract programmers and four 
members of the central Starlink team at RAL: 

Michael McSherry was a contract programmer 
based in Armagh. Michael produced two software pack-
ages for reducing and analysing data. The first was for 
data produced by the HRTS instrument which obtained 
high quality ultraviolet spectra of the Sun in rocket 
flights. The second was for the XRP data produced on 
the Solar Maximum Mission. 

Rhys Morris was a contract programmer based in 
Cardiff. Rhys converted SAOIMAGE into a form suit-
able for the Starlink Software Collection, and wrote sev-
eral image restoration routines which have found their 
way into KAPPA. He also provided Starlink support 
for  

Paul Rees joined Starlink in 1987 as an applica-
tions programmer at UCL where he worked on  
In 1989 he moved to RAL to work on systems soft-
ware in the ADAM support group, in particular the 
EMS, MSG and CHR libraries. He also worked on the 

 graphics package and a new project to replace 
the SMS user interface with a menu system. Paul has 
moved to a new job at La Palma Observatory. 

Ian Jenkins worked on porting the  system 
to Unix, and later assisted with hardware evaluation 
and purchase. 

Peter Allan worked for Starlink for 10 years, first 
as site manager at Manchester, and then from 1990 as 
Head of the newly set up ADAM Support Group at 
RAL: one of the key positions in Starlink, since ADAM 
is of central importance in Starlink's software strategy. 
He managed the port of ADAM from VMS to Unix, 
and turned ADAM into a mature system that is used 
by many powerful astronomical applications. I am per-
sonally very grateful to Peter for his many contributions 
to this newsletter — he wrote no less than 16 articles for 
this Bulletin, appearing in every previous issue except 
number 6. For someone who had to cope with so many 
demanding responsibilities, this is a remarkable record. 
Always full of energy, enthusiasm and good cheer, he 
will be sorely missed by his colleagues. It remains to 
congratulate Peter on his new appointment as Head of 
the Earth Observation Group at RAL. 

Margaret Ellis is our first staff member to leave 
through retirement. She joined Starlink in 1984 to work 
in the administration of the Project at RAL. Her many 
previous years of experience at RAL proved time and 
again to have been invaluable as she knew the right 
people and the correct procedures to get things done 
and to solve problems. She was a master of RAL's 
DBS accounting system. When producing my financial 
Outturn Forecasts, I depended utterly on her arcane 
knowledge in this area. I don't know how I'm going to 
survive without her. 

The picture shows Margaret at her retirement pre-
sentation on 31st January. We wish her a happy retire-
ment. 

Mike Lawden, Starlink, RAL mdl@star.rl.ac.uk 
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More in Sorrow than in Anger: 
A Requiem for a Dying Operating System 

or 
The Conqueror Has No Clothes. 

Listeners to Radio  "Today" program will recall 
the moment when a politician was asked to comment 
on the problems passengers were having with the train 
service to Gatwick Airport. He replied that there were 
no problems with this service, only challenges and op-
portunities. In this article, one of our users describes 
some of the challenges and opportunities that she has 
experienced with Starlink's move from VMS to Unix. 
The views expressed are her own and do not necessarily 
represent the views of the Project management. 

VMS disappeared from the Cambridge Starlink 
node on the 6th of April 1994. This was not because 
no one wanted to use it, and it was not because of 
demonstrable failings. It was because Unix is thought 
(by some) to be a great improvement. In some ways it 
may be; in others it falls far short of what is required in 
a so-called international standard. Of course it is too 
late to stop this happening, and the trend to Unix ex-
tends way beyond astronomy, but neither of these facts 
means that it is necessarily correct to abandon VMS, 
nor that we should not bemoan its passing. 

These views generally result in my being labelled 
a Luddite by the Unix priesthood. But Ned Ludd was 
right — the new machines did not make conditions bet-
ter for ordinary working folk: the people whose condi-
tions were immediately improved were those who owned 
the machinery, and whose profits thereby increased. 
Similarly, the change to Unix will, in the short term 
at least, do more to provide employment for Starlink's 
"owners" than to improve the average astronomer's re-
lationship with her computer. Unix does have its ad-
vantages, but few of these are intrinsic — in the sense 
that they could not be implemented within other op-
erating systems — and to my mind they are far 
weighed by the disadvantages. 

All right, I have to admit it. I don't like Unix (or 
is it "unix"?). Of course, one can get used to almost 
anything. But is "rm" (pronounced "remove") really 
synonymous with "delete"? Do I call the deleters when 
I want to move house? How would my first cousins 
once-deleted feel? And any real foreign language is at 
least pronounceable. I have only been able to come up 
with one algorithm for creating Unix command names: 
think of a good English word to describe what you 
want to do, then think of an obscure near- or partial-
synonym, throw away all the vowels, arbitrarily shorten 
what's left, and then, finally, as a sop to the literate 
programmer, maybe reinsert one of the missing vowels. 
Mnemosyne, goddess of memory, must be rolling in her 
grave. (She was, incidentally, the mother of the muses, 
including Urania, the muse of astronomy.) It is notable 
that all the machines I have used interactively in the 

past spoke to me in plain English. OK, they didn't nec-
essarily have a big vocabulary, but typing HELP was 
always likely to return a menu of commands that was 
almost identical from machine to machine and whose 
function was immediately obvious. Although there are 
some really powerful features in Unix — such as the 
pipe — what I see (and interact with) is a user interface 
designed by adolescents and constructed deliberately so 
as to make access to the machine as difficult as possible 
for a novice. Is this really a suitable foundation for an 
international standard? 

In reply to this criticism, one is normally reminded 
that Unix was invented for a PDP7, which had about 
as much memory as an earthworm and CPU power to 
match. That is, the user interface was designed to min-
imize the time required to decode a command. That 
meant short, fixed-case commands, and no minimum 
matching. But 1969 is a long time ago, and both mem-
ory and speed have improved a thousandfold since then. 
This response thus goes directly to the core of the case 
against Unix. It is old-fashioned. Why is the world 
now, 25 years later, adopting as a long-term standard 
a primitive operating system designed when the capa-
bilities of today's machines were then undreamed of? 
Actually, the answer is easy. Operating systems cost 
hardware manufacturers, and therefore consumers (us), 
money. Unix is free, and even though it is rubbish, at 
least no one blames the manufacturers for its defects. 
So, in a world that thinks megaflops or Specmarks are 
the only indicator of computer power,  law 
holds — bad software drives out the good. 

This lemming-like rush to adopt Unix just now 
seems slightly curious. It will be ironic if it eventu-
ates that Starlink has felt it necessary to adopt Unix 
just as Unix is itself superseded. Yet that appears to 
be a real possibility. Windows NT has been designed 
with distributed processing and interoperability as the 
major drivers. Here are two quotes from IEEE Spec-
trum, December 1993: ". . .Windows NT, by covering 
almost all the latest RISC processors, opens the way to 
a consistent computing environment. Delighted early 
users are already contemplating making it their new 
standard." And: "Thus Unix will go on evolving, but 
largely in order to keep up with Windows NT." 

Even the commands that are pronounceable are 
idiosyncratic, to say the least. How can one understand 
"biff"? As people never tire of telling me, it is the 
name of a programmer's dog (but you'll note, just in 
case you thought this might help you to memorize the 
command, this name starts with a lower case letter). 
It comes coupled with a twee American icon that is 
meaningless in the UK context. And there are other 
examples. Grep suggests to me that the author of this 
one had been reading too much Robert Heinlein (you 
grok?), or possibly — and this is in fact quite likely 
— was under the influence of psychotropic substances 
at the t ime. . . Unix seems to consist largely of arcanae 
which can be learnt only by taking instruction direct 
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from a priesthood which seems largely to be stuck in 
the anal-retentive stage. When yesterday's six-year olds 
take over Unix development (in four or five years) I 
fully expect to see new commands   mch and 

 After turtles, dinosaurs. Will the command tRex 
devour your competitor's data? 

As intimated above, Unix documentation, or the 
lack thereof, is a serious problem. There is no effective 
way to find out how to use Unix, other than sitting 
next to an adept and asking for help, and you know 
what these people are like. Don't you? Haven't you 
ever been in a computing centre to pick up some out-
put late at night? Dirty cups half full of stale machine 
coffee, many with cigarette butts floating in them, the 
floor littered with Twinkies wrappers, insane giggling 
over some semi-pornographic picture cleverly printed 
out on a line printer using different characters 
printed to get the greyscale effect... (Grab your output 
and run!). I remember on one occasion being logged 
into a Unix machine to send some mail, and, not know-
ing the command name, being unable to log out. It was 
an expensive  telephone connection, but 
the machine steadfastly refused to respond to "help" (or 
log, logout, logoff or quit). Finally, someone suggested 
I type "man" (hey man, what the hell do I do now?), 
and it said "Documentation is held in the user area in 
room 932" (or something like that). Which didn't re-
ally help. Anyway, have you ever tried to use man? It's 
fine as long as you know what you are looking for. How 
would you ever find out the name of a command given 
just the function you wanted to execute? You can't. I 
just tried to find out what the librarian was called, and 
man was silent on this issue.  gives you pages of 
information about "ar", but nowhere can you find out 
that it is the pages about "ar" that you need to read. 
Oh, say the adepts, you just use "apropos." My under-
standing is that apropos (or even "à propos" ) is French 
for "by the way", which, even if you knew the com-
mand existed, would not immediately suggest a way to 
find out information about something. In addition to 
their other failings, the authors of this command are 
illiterate. On occasion, as in this instance, the makers 
of Unix have gone out of their way to avoid using the 
appropriate word. What was wrong with 'help' ? 

What next? Oh yes, case-dependence. Well, 
e. e.  made a fortune, or at least a reputation, 
out of refusing to use capital letters, and I guess Ken 
Thompson might very well have regarded him highly 
back in 1969. But it's only convention isn't it? Long 
after 1969, most terminals (teletypes we called them 
then) only had capital letters anyway, and I suppose 
that was stifling creativity or something. So, if you 
want to use lower case letters, of course that should 
be allowed. But why oh why invent a system where 
the commands MV, mv, Mv and mV can all do dif-
ferent things? Here is my question to Unix apologists. 
Would you return your old-fashioned sneaker-net mail 
to the sender if he or she had forgotten to capitalize 
your name? Even if it contained a cheque? 

Well, that's the user interface. As for the appli-
cations programs . . . Even something fundamental like 
the SunOS f77 compiler is a disaster. It doesn't in-
clude the full standard as a subset (look at the OPEN 
statement for unformatted direct access if you don't 
believe me), and it contains (at least) one disastrous 
error. I have just spent some days finding that vari-
ables in labelled common that are defined inside a sub-
routine are often not set unless there is a subsequent 
reference in the same routine. This is pretty fundamen-
tal, and the compiler is how old? Ten years or more? 

 law strikes again. What about the editors? 
I don't have time to go into that one! One can only 
conclude that the makers of Unix held, and still hold, 
the ordinary computer user in total contempt, and this 
viewpoint seems to me to be mirrored in the attitudes 
of the people who are inflicting this awful system on 
the rest of us. Does Unix's enormously steep learning 
curve have any function other than to deter the 
hearted, those who may want to use computers without 
necessarily dedicating their lives to them? It does not 
seem fanciful to suggest that Unix is primarily about 
separating out the elite from the proletariat, the real 
programmers from the quiche-eaters. It is about taking 
back the mantle of the priesthood that was lost when 
manufacturers like DEC introduced operating systems 
like VMS. But of course it's all worthwhile really, be-
cause Unix is a standard, and that means it's the same 
everywhere, and will never change (see what I mean 
about self-defeating arguments?). 

Let me quote again from IEEE Spectrum: "In real-
ity, however, there are many Unix-based operating sys-
tems; the major ones include Apple Computer's AUX, 
Digital Equipment's Ultrix, Hewlett-Packard's HP-UX, 
IBM's  the Open Software Foundation's  
Sun Microsystems' Sun OS and Solaris, and the Santa 
Cruz Operation's Xenix and SCO Unix. With such an 
assortment, users . . .who worked with platforms from 
several manufacturers were caught in the bind of sup-
porting multiple releases of multiple versions of Unix." 
This monoculture is divided by a supposedly common 
tongue. Unix is not a standard any more than En-
glish is. One of the touted virtues of Unix is that you 
can unplug any component and plug in something else 
with the same name, so that you can tailor it to your 
needs (indeed the Starlink  does this with your 

 commands!). So while you can go to any VMS sys-
tem anywhere in the world and be instantly at home, 
you can't depend on a Unix command to do what you 
think it should anyway. Sometimes even the options 
are different. Take the tar command (please!), which is 
already a nightmare where lower-case 'a ' means "check 
first" and upper-case 'A' means "delete all my disk files 
without asking" (or something like that — I may not 
have the details exactly right). In some versions of tar 
these meanings are reversed. This is a virtue? 

OK, I admit it, I was joking there. But I'm not 
joking when I quote from SUN/145: 
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§3.4  'End of File': Used to terminate da ta 
or text entry from the keyboard. If you use it when 
being prompted for a command it will log you  

§4.6 "File size is shown in Kbyte on a DECstat ion or 
Alpha, but in uni ts of 512 bytes on a Sun." 

§5 "Starlink's Unix software can be run from the C-
 or T-C shell, but not from the Bourne or Korn 

shells." 

§5.8 " . .  briefly, if the first line of a shell script is 
a normal command the Bourne shell is used [but it 
doesn' t run Starlink software — see above]; a com-
ment, the  is used, except tha t . . . " Aaaaar-
rrrghhhhhh! 

Douglas Adams described the products of the Sirius 
Cybernetics Corporat ion (he may well have had Unix 
in mind) thus: "It is very easy to be blinded to the es-
sential uselessness of them by the sense of achievement 
you get from gett ing them to work at all. In other 
words — and this is the rock solid principle on which 
the whole of [its] Galaxy-wide success is founded — 
their fundamental design flaws are completely hidden 
by their superficial design flaws." 

There is a distressing mindset in evidence amongst 
Unix cognoscenti. Most a t tacks on Unix are answered 
with s ta tements to the effect t ha t make and grep are 
wonderful, t ha t redirection and piping are very clever, 
and tha t the whole system is much more  than 
VMS. Well, I admi t t ha t make is wonderful. Still, it 
is only an application, and as such could be imple-
mented on any operat ing system. As for g r e p . . . Two 
days ago I thought to search for each occurrence of the 
$ character in a piece of code (so tha t I could move it 
from its non-s tandard position at one end of the FOR-
MAT s ta tement to the al ternative non-standard posi-
tion at the other end, to make it work on the Sun). 
Dutifully I t ransla ted SEARCH [ - . . . ] * . FOR, and typed 
g r e p     (Note the clever redirec-
tion of the ou tpu t to the line printer.) The following 
morning I found the entire source code of SPECX in a 
heap beside the OKI printer . This does not strike me as 
very elegant! Neither is it elegant tha t the  
driver is so primitive tha t it reflects characters immedi-
ately rather t han waiting until input is requested, nor 
tha t everyone has to include keyboard  in 
their  files (in fact this par t of it is worse than 
a P C ) , nor t ha t when talking to an applications pro-
gram you can ' t edit the line you are typing except by 
using the delete key. It is not elegant tha t logical names 
— sorry, environment variables — are not inherited by 
programs, so tha t each program has to include code 
to parse input and t ranslate the logical name before 
opening a file or whatever. Well, I 'm sure I could go 
on forever. And the minute you criticize Unix to your 
Starlink friends they say "Yes, I agree, but I 'm not al-
lowed to say tha t ! " 1 

 Starlink mole has suggested to me that Starlink's change 

Well, it 's not really funny. The change to Unix 
has real implications for astronomers, which have gen-
erally not been addressed. Yes, it means tha t we can all 
run Unix mega-packages like  and SAOIMAGE 
(name your favourite). Unix and C however form a 
powerful deterrent to the average astronomer to write 
her or his own code (and the average astronomer 's C 
is much, much worse than his F O R T R A N used to be) . 
The powers-that-be in the astronomical software world 
of course have always felt tha t "ordinary" astronomers 
should be using software and not writing it. The cynic 
might feel t ha t since those same powers nearly all make 
their living by writing software, and get even more pay 
when they manage other programmers , then they have 
a vested interest in bringing about a s ta te of affairs 
where the rest of us are reduced to mere supplicants, 
dependent on them for all our software needs. It is 
clear tha t Unix does not pose an insuperable barrier 
— the ever-expanding armies of hackers out there are 
evidence enough tha t the barrier can be scaled given 
enough t ime and enthusiasm for the task. But hacking 
is not astronomy, and hackers are not astronomers, and 
it is astronomy and astronomers I worry about . We 
shouldn't have to scale the Unix barrier, and it is all 
the sadder because, since the advent of a VMS-based 
Starlink, ordinary astronomers have had something de-
nied to most other scientists in this country — readily 
accessible, reliable, user-friendly computing power tha t 
can be easily harnessed to a part icular astronomical re-
quirement. Maybe VMS does baby its users. Maybe we 
have paid more per Specmark so tha t we could use the 
Specmarks we had efficiently. But along with the rest of 
the world, we are now losing this nice friendly system. 
As with ins t rumentat ion and the National Observato-
ries, we are having to teach our s tudents how to fit their 
problems to facilities provided by others, whereas the 
UK reputat ion in astronomy was created by fitting the 
facilities to the problem. 

Rachael  MRAO  

to Unix may have been as much due to external pressures, real 
or perceived, as to the desires of the Project staff. I am happy to 
accept that, and my criticism here is not directed at Starlink per 
se, but certainly at least as much at the "wise men" who applied 
that pressure to the Project. 

(Patrick Wallace comments: 

 must leap to the defence of the "wise men": the defeatist pro-
posal to allow Starlink's delicate and cultured VAX/VMS civi-
lization to be pillaged by Unix the Barbarian in fact came from 
the Project, though the wise men later pressed the gas pedal a 
bit harder than some of us would have liked. It's worth reread-
ing Starlink General Paper 7, published in August 1991, which 
explains why the move to Unix was inevitable and warns of the 
pain ahead.) 

mailto:rpl@mail.ast.cam.uk.ac


The changing face of a Starlink node 
(Jodrell Bank) 

or 
Yes, the move to Unix is possible! 

Jodrell, prior to it becoming a Starlink node, had 
a history of designing and building its own computer 
systems. These machines culminated in a beast known 
as the Circe F series, named after the Greek goddess 
tha t turned men into swine. This Goddess had ap-
proximately half the power of a DEC VAX 11-780 and 
boasted such advanced features as an instruction de-
pendent variable C P U clock speed! During the Circe 
period the operat ing system, wri t ten in a combination 
of assembler and Forth, changed and developed with 
such frequency tha t s tudents and staff were known not 
only to back up their own d a t a and home directories, 
but also keep their own versions of the operating sys-
tem. An early version of a then obscure operating sys-
tem known as Unix was even brought across from the 
States, the idea being to port this to the Circe. Fortu-
nate ly /unfor tunate ly (delete as appropriate) this never 
came to pass. 

Comput ing power was again enhanced in the early 
 with the addit ion of a Systime (rebadged DEC 

PDP-11) processor running the  operating sys-
tem, the main purpose of this machine being to pro-
vide a link between Jodrell Bank and the Manchester 
computing centre. Life for the average Jodrell user re-
mained fraught with new and interesting challenges, 
one notable occasion being when the command line in-
terface was changed on the Systime from MCR to DCL 
one lunch t ime whilst all the users were down at the 
pub. Another memorable lunch experience was when 
the Unix operat ing system briefly raised its head on 
the Systime. 

Starlink arrives 

Then, in 1985, Starlink came to Jodrell Bank; prior 
to this, Jodrell Bank had gone to Starlink, in the form 
of the Manchester node, and most users relaxed into 
the apparent ly safe haven of a VAX 11-780 running 
VMS. Jodrell teckies, driven by the ever increasing sizes 
of radio datasets , and possibly a loathing for s tandard 
proprietary hardware, soon tagged an array processor 
onto this system, but the average user's love affair with 
DEC VMS blossomed with a passion the equal of any 
other Starlink node. People sent and read their e-mail, 
edited their papers and, for the most par t , wrote their 
programs for the DE C systems. Courtesy of Starlink, 
these machines slowly evolved over the next 7-year pe-
riod until they culminated in two VAX 3400s and three 
MicroVAX  

However, a swift rearguard action — vital in order 
to cope with the load of synthesis mapping jobs — saw 
the arrival in December 1986 of the Alliant FX-4 mini-
supercomputer, this actually being ordered one month 
later in January 1987. Yes, the machine was t h a t fast! 

As the Alliant was one of the first mini-supercomputers 
to leave the USA, the High Priests of computing at 
Jodrell needed to sign strange pieces of paper and burn 
offerings, consisting of tapes of the original operat ing 
system, to appease the USA Pentagon, this caused by 
Alliant mistakingly shipping their systems with DES 
encryption, export of which was forbidden outside the 
USA because of the cold war. 

Much to the delight of Jodrell teckies, not only did 
this machine have an incredible floating point speed, ap-
proximately 40 times a VAX 11-780, but its operat ing 
system was Unix, a system with a command line inter-
face tha t many still argue results from a totally ran-
dom selection of ASCII characters by lesser primates; 
in short, jus t the thing to keep Jodrell users on their 
toes! (Indeed, one might argue tha t if an infinite num-
ber of monkeys on an infinite number of workstations 
would eventually write the complete works of Shake-
speare, then one chimp after a hard session at the pub 
could probably knock up a half decent awk script in 30 
minutes.) Yet, whilst most users were seduced by the 
performance of the Alliant for the radio da t a reduc-
tion packages OLAF and  the majori ty of Jodrell 
users faithful returned to their familiar VAXs for all 
else. Even so, Unix had finally arrived at Jodrell and 
gained a major foothold in UK astronomical comput-
ing. 

The need for more power 

Towards the end of the 1980s, dark clouds massed 
upon the horizon for all Starlink VMS users throughout 
the UK. The Starlink Project, in common with the vast 
majority of the computer industry, was initially based 
upon both proprietary software and hardware products . 
For most of the Project 's early years, computer en-
hancements were determined by a combination of what 
was on offer and what the Project could afford. Dou-
bling a node's computing power generally implied buy-
ing a second multiuser machine for a large capital out-
lay. In general, machines were high capital cost i tems 
which scaled poorly in cost /performance. However, 
larger datasets , coupled with more computat ionally-
intensive algorithms and techniques, resulted in many 
areas of research becoming compute-bound. (Here, the 
definition of compute-bound research is when a user 
spends more t ime deleting or killing other users ' files 
and processes, or hurling abuse at other users and sys-
tem managers, than actual constructive t ime spent do-
ing the research.) 

For some, the answer to the predicament was al-
ready clear. In the early 90s, several nodes, including 
Jodrell, had purchased, either from their own funds or 
via Starlink, a new breed of computer known as the 
RISC workstation. These out-performed, by a wide 
margin, the DEC multiuser machines at the Starlink 
sites. The only problem was tha t they ran this Unix-
type operating system (although some people saw this 
as a great advantage) . As they frequently say: "the rest 
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is history" and the time is rapidly drawing near when 
many Starlink sites switch off their beloved VAXs for 
the last time and are plunged into the murky depths of 
'opensystems'. 

Life after VMS 

So, for those of you who are currently suffering 
with, or are about to suffer from, the VAX-Unix, Ultrix-
OSF,  transitions, you might be relieved 
to hear that there is indeed life after VMS. Jodrell 
switched off its Starlink VAX cluster on 1st June 1993, 
this having out-lived the Alliant by 4 months. Further-
more, during the summer of 1993, Jodrell switched, 
en masse, from SunOS to Solaris. Whilst there's no 
denying that both moves were painful, the results — 
9 months on — are interesting. Of course, all users 
now read their e-mail and edit their papers on the Sun 
cluster. All users, even the most ardent EDT/TPU sup-
porters, are now skilled in using EMACS or vi, and all 
users have ported their own code to the Unix machines. 
This isn't really surprising as Jodrell users now have 

 other option. However, from the lack of complaint 
about the day-to-day use of Unix, it is clear that RISC 
workstations with the Unix operating system have al-
ready won the affections of even the most devoted Jo-
drell VAX/VMS user. Or is it just the case that, given 
Jodrell's history in computing, our average user is too 
worn out to complain any more? 

Next issue: Jodrell's move to AT&T's  op-
erating system. 

Richard Nicholson, Starlink, Jodrell Bank 
ran@jb.man.ac.uk 

Starlink roams the Net 

Strange cries have been echoing around our corri-
dors recently: "Dave, come and look at this new HST 
image!"; "Chris, the Oxford kebab stall is in the Utah 
database!"; "Martin, lamb's on the menu in Hawaii to-
day!"; "Pat, that  got his own home page 
with his picture in it!" 

These turned out to be the mating calls of people 
au courant with the Internet. While you and I have 
been doggedly trying to meet our deadlines, these guys 
have been playing with the Internet on their worksta-
tions and are now way ahead of us. While us worker 
ants may never emulate the insouciance with which 
these adepts perform their miracles, we can peer over 
their shoulders and copy down the spells they use to 
conjure them. 

What are they doing? 
There isn't space here to give a tutorial on how to 

ride the Internet. Fortunately, a lot of help is available, 
for example there is the book The Whole Internet by 
Ed  (O'Reilly), and Starlink can offer MUD/155 

"Guide to Network Resource Tools." All I can do here 
is make you aware (if you aren't already) of some of 
the most useful facilities available, and of the resources 
Starlink itself provides on the net. Talk to your Site 
Manager to find out what's available locally and how 
you can use it. 

The tool you are likely to find most useful is 
the World- Wide Web information service accessed 
via the Mosaic graphical-based browser. I sug-
gest you investigate these , if you have not done 
so already, as they offer a treasure trove of infor-
mation that you could find very useful. They are 
described below, together with the addresses of 
the Starlink resources. 

Basic tools 

Four basic tools are: 

telnet — enables you to login to other computers on 
the Internet. This lets you access lots of public 
services and databases. 

ftp — copies files between computers. In general, you 
need an account on all the computers you use. 
However, there are lots of public archives from 
which you can retrieve files using "anonymous ftp." 
In this case, you use a special account called anony-
mous which can be used by anyone. 

e-mail — enables you to send and receive messages. 
Several systems are available. I like pine because 
it holds your hand. 

Usene t newsgroups — these bulletin boards enable 
you to take part in discussions on topics you care 
about. You can use the rn or (if you have an X-

 the  newsreaders to access them. 

Finding information 

The Internet has been very successful in that mil-
lions of computers and people have joined it, and a lot 
information is stored on it. The problem now, of course, 
is finding the people and information you want (there is 
no central list of these things). Several tools have been 
developed to help you find things: 

archie — searches indexes of files available on public 
servers. Start here to look for programs, data  
text files. Searching is based on search strings or 
key words. The main problem with archie is that 
it gives little information to help you decide which 
of the (many) files it finds is best to use. To use it, 
telnet to archie.doc.ic.ac.uk, login as archie, then 
type "prog  

gopher — enables you to search for resources using 
menus. Unlike archie, when you find something in 
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gopher you can read it directly, rather than not-
ing an address, telnetting to it and accessing a 
file. However, the big advantage is that it lets you 
browse through resources of any type. To use it you 
need access to a computer running a gopher client. 
It has now largely been superseded by WWW (see 
below). 

wais — lets you search through archives and access 
articles containing groups of words. It is based on 
index searches. To use it, you need access to a 
computer running a wais client. 

World-Wide Web — this is the latest, and most 
powerful, information service on the net. It's the 
best tool for most users. It's a hypertext-based 
system designed for information discovery and re-
trieval over the Net. It provides access to exist-
ing network information systems, but in a more 
convenient form. The original implementation 
was a text-only, line-mode browser. However, a 
graphical-based browser called Mosaic is available 
for  and Microsoft Windows, and this is 
the one to use if you can. 
WWW uses a hypertext  language called 
HTML (derived from SGML). In this, any part of 
a document can be specified as a link. This points 
to an object that could be text, an image (say a 
GIF file), or a separate HTML document stored on 
another computer, for example. 
The problem of specifying things on the web is 
solved by using a URL (Uniform Resource Loca-
tor). This is a networked extension of the stan-
dard filename concept. Your starting point when 
accessing some information service is a "home 
page." For example, the URL for RAL's home 
page is  
This is the HTML file which RAL has written to 
guide users on the Net to its on-line information 
resources. 

You can provide information to WWW yourself by 
generating HTML documents. This can be done 
automatically by using a shell script. You can also 
use the  to HTML translator described in 
MUD/152. 

Starlink resources 

Starlink provides a lot of information for network 
access, including typeset copies of  of its classified 
documentation. Here is a list of the main resources and 
access points you can use: 

E-mail: 

 .rl.ac.uk 

News service: 

A captive account with username NEWS_SERVICE 
is on: 
rlstar. bnsc.rl. ac.uk 

Newsgroups: 

uk.org  
  

 
 

uk.  announce 

W W W access: 

Starlink's home page has URL: 
http://star-www.rl.ac.uk. 

Many Starlink documents are available in hy-
pertext form at our Cambridge site (I'm grate-
ful to Cambridge for the effort they have put 
into this) The URL is: 
http://castO.ast.cam.ac.uk/technical/NewUser.html. 

Documentation 

Many Starlink documents are available to help you 
use the net. Two general introductions are  
and MUD/155. 

Two documents  you how to find people's 
usernames, so you can contact them:  and 

 (and don't forget that file /star/admin-
 lists the usernames and mail addresses of 

all Starlink users). 
Three documents  you where to find informa-

tion and databases of astronomical interest:   2, 
 and  

Many documents  you about Mosaic and its as-
sociated features: Mosaic itself is covered by SUN/175, 
MUD/147 and MUD/148; URLs by MUD/150; HTML 
by MUD/149 and MUD/151; and a  to HTML 
translator by  

There are, of course, many books available of which 
The Whole Internet by Ed  has already been men-
tioned. 

Mike Lawden, Starlink, RAL mdl@star.rl.ac.uk 

From INTERIM to ADAM 

ussc@star.rl.ac.uk 

Anonymous ftp server: 

I try to do all of my astronomy on the Unix ma-
chines, but the other day I was reducing some data that 
required the use of an ancient INTERIM program. The 
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program was wri t ten by a Ph .D. student and is very in-
s t rument specific and hence has no equivalent in the 
Unix Starlink Software Collection. 

The evergreen INTERIM environment has not 
been ported to Unix, so I thought I had bet ter adapt the 
application program to use ADAM (and hence make it 
run under Unix) ready for the black day when even the 
Starlink Project 's VAXes are switched off. 

There is no  porting guide 
(more's the p i ty) , but these software environments both 
came from the same stable and were designed to meet 
similar needs, so I was confident tha t there would be 
ADAM equivalents for all the old INTERIM facilities 
used by the program. 

My first por t of call was the INTERIM software en-
vironment documenta t ion (SUN/4) . Once I had worked 
out what all the I N T E R I M call arguments were for, 
I hunted out the relevant ADAM documentat ion, of 
which there is a lot (a mixed blessing). The documents 
tha t I found part icularly useful were: 

• SUN/101 : Int roduct ion to ADAM programming 

• S G / 4 : ADAM — The Starlink Software Environ-
ment 

• SUN/33 : N D F — Programmer ' s manual 

I also found the K A P P A source code a good source of 
ideas, a l though there were enough pieces of example 
code in the above three documents to satisfy my needs. 

The port to ADAM simply involved ripping out a 
few lines of I N T E R I M code and sticking in the ADAM 
equivalents. For example, reading in parameters in-
volves changing code like this: 

* Read rest wavelength 
CALL  
+ I,ISTAT) 

to something like this 

* Read r e s t w a v e l e n g th 
CALL   

+ STATUS) 

and opening a d a t a file means replacing 

* Se t up image i n p u t p o i n t e r  
  

+ IDIMS,PIN,ISTAT) 

with 

CALL NDF_BEGIN 

* Specify through what parameter the user 
* will select the required NDF image file 

CALL   
+ STATUS) 

* Point to the data array 
CALL NDF_MAP  
+  

Of course, you have to declare a few new variables 
as well, put in some INCLUDE s ta tements and s ta tus 
checking, and set up a parameter interface file  but 
these steps are straightforward and well documented. 
Incidentally, once I had ADAMized my program on the 
Unix boxes, I was able to use it on the VAX as well, 
simply by re-compiling. 

The advice tha t I would like to leave you with 
is this: adapt your useful old INTERIM programs to 
ADAM now, while you still have a VAX around to 
check tha t the results from the bo th versions match 
up. I t 's pret ty straightforward, and will preserve the 
possibly large investment tha t you have already made 
in the code. Also, port ing to ADAM will allow you to 
run your applications under several different operating 
systems. 

Chris Clayton, Starlink, RAL cac@star.rl.ac.uk 

Twenty six years ago 

Nothing happened in Starlink ten years ago, so I've 
called this article Twenty six years go; you'll see why in 
a minute . (Well actually, ten years ago Starlink people 
at RAL moved from the Atlas Computer Centre into 
their current offices in R68; exciting for those involved, 
like me, otherwise not.) 

I've already mentioned the recent reorganisation of 
the UK's Research Councils. The slogan behind it all 
is: 

 A L  CREA  

Sounds like a great idea. But is it a new idea? 
Not really. 
Here is an extract from the leading article in the 

RSRS (Radio  Space Research Station) staff newslet-
ter of November 1968 (twenty six years ago — see). 

Winds of Change 

The research programme of RSRS is under 
continual review, but an especially intensive 
examination has been made in recent months, 
particularly in the light of SRC policy, as 
stated in its latest Annual Report, to devote 
an increased proportion of its effort (at least 
in the short term) to topics which are expected 
to have practical and economic benefits. 

Plus ça change . . . 
In case you're puzzled, RSRS begat Appleton Lab-

oratory, and Appleton Laboratory begat RAL; also 
SRC begat SERC, and SERC begat lots more. 

Mike Lawden, Starlink, RAL mdl@star.rl.ac.uk 
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Starlink in Washington, DC 

Starlink maintains close contact with world-wide developments in astronomical data analysis software, and 
packages from the Starlink Software Collection are in use at many sites overseas. We encourage such sharing of 
software, and of course here in the UK there is, in turn, use of  ware from  most notably  and  
As part of our effort to promote this international exchange, Starlink presented a poster paper at the Washington 
DC American Astronomical Society meeting this January. Dave Terrett and Alan Penny took a hired Sparc laptop, 
with the complete Unix Starlink Software Collection, and gave demonstrations and talked about Starlink to a large 
number of attendees at the meeting. Over 70 of them were interested enough to request further information. The 
picture shows the poster display, and one of the Starlink team answering questions from an interested astronomer. 

Alan Penny, Starlink, RAL a.j.penny@rl.ac.uk 

Competition corner 

 
Out  About 

Choral Creation 
19 March: 1930 hours: Haydn's 
Creation - performed by Wantage 
Choral Society and Didcot Choral 
Society, conducted by Terence Carter 
with the  Chamber Orchestra and 
soloists Mar i l yn  Mark 
Stanley and Tim Rowe. Venue: St 
Mary's School Hall, Wantage. Tickets 
£5, concessions £3, from Wessex Press 
or at the door. Details: H4897. 

Friends of the 
Ridgeway AGM 
20 March: 14.00  tain's Barn, 
nr. Wantage. Guest speaker, David 
Miles, Director of the Oxford 
Archaeological Unit 'The road to the 
past: recent archaeological work on 
the ridgeway.' All welcome. 

Gondoliers in Wantage 
23-26 March: 1930 hours. Wantage 
Operat ic Society present "The 

Gondol iers" by WS Gi lber t and Sir 
Ar thur Sullivan at St Mary's School. 
Tickets £3 Wednesday, £4 Thursday, £5 
Friday and Saturday from Wessex Press 
Wantage and Brett 's communi ty 
Chemist Grove. 

New 
23 - 26 March: 2000 hours. The Old Gaol 
Theatre Company present a prize-
winning new play, The Golden Falcon, by 
Paul Marks, at the Unicorn Theatre, 
Abingdon. Tickets £3.50  and 
£4.00 (Fri/Sat) from: Price's Stationers, 
Abingdon or Tel. 0235 847181. Further 
in format ion f rom Julie, NRPB  
Jeremy, RAL 6460 or Nick,  6290. 

City of Oxford 
Choir concert 
26 March: 2000 hours. St Barnabas 
Church,  Oxford. Bryan Kelly, 
Crucifixion; Franz Schubert, Mass No 3 
in Bb. 
Tickets £6.50,  concessions, from 
Blackwell's Music Shop, Holywell Street, 

 792792 and at the door. 

Comedy at the Watermill 
29 March - 7 May: 'What Every 
Woman Knows' - A comedy of 
manners and morals, showing at the 
Watermill Theatre and Restaurant, 
Bagnor, Nr. Newbury. Monday t o 
Saturday 1930 hours, Saturday galas 
1830 hours and Matinees 1430 hours. 
Box office, (0635) 46044. 

Swing with the Brothers 
23 Apr i l : 2030 hours Country and 
Western Dance at the Civic Hall, 
Wantage . Dancing to Harmony 
Brothers, tickets £3.50, licensed bar, 
raf f le. Details: John and Pauline, 
(0367) 820435 or  (0488) 684440. 

Unique family drive-in 
1 May: 1000 - 1800 hours. The Heritage 
Motor Centre houses the largest 
collection of Historic British cars at 
Gaydon, Warwickshire - just three 
minutes from   of the M40, 
and within half an hour's drive of Oxford. 
Open every day except Christmas day and 
Boxing day. Details:    

In the last issue we asked you to send in your ideas for a Starlink logo. The number of replies received was zero, 
so the winner is the null set. 

In this issue I'm asking you to send me a text presentation with the most distracting background you can find. 
The modern fashion is to print text on top of a graphic or picture. It makes the document look vibrant and modern. 
It also makes the text difficult to read. See if you can find a more distracting background than the above. 

Mike Lawden, Starlink, RAL mdl@star.rl. ac.uk 
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RGASP keeps going 

The RGASP Galaxy Photometry package has been 
ported successfully to Unix. A few idiosyncracies have 
been removed, but its basic functionality and unique 
data format have been retained. A new version of its 
document (SUN/52) describes the changes. 

However, as most RGASP users will admit, its in-
terface is rather user-hostile, and other packages can't 
use its image files without format conversion. So, this 
might be a good time for RGASP users to move to 
a more friendly and powerful package: ESP (see 
low). They produce very similar results. Also, ESP 
has the great advantage of using NDF files for its im-
ages. Hence, packages such as CCDPACK, PISA and 
KAPPA can process the same files. 

Grant Privett, Starlink, Cardiff 
gjp@castor. astro.cardiff.ac.uk 

ESP — Galaxy photometry 

One of the difficulties of studying galaxies is find-
ing a suitable package for doing galaxy profiling. Well, 
things will soon be easier — Starlink is to release the 
Extended Surface Photometry (ESP) application pack-
age. This supplements RGASP (see above) and can do 
many tasks related to galaxy photometry. These are 
outlined below: 

 - profiles galaxies using intensity analysis 
to provide intensity, position angle, ellipticity and 
the first four orders of Fourier descriptors versus 
radius. It has three modes: an interactive mode 
where the most recently displayed image is ex-
amined using a keyboard and a mouse; a mode 
where an image on disk is named and the galaxy 
co-ordinates typed in; a non-interactive mode us-
ing a text file defining the co-ordinates of galaxies 
within an image. The text file may be generated 
using LOBACK together with output from PISA, 
IRAF's FOCAS, or RGASP's IMAGES. 

ELLFOU - profiles galaxies using contour analysis to 
provide the same information as ELLPRO. Control 
options are similar to ELLPRO. 

SECTOR  generates galaxy pieslice cross-sections 
showing intensity versus radius. This works in-
teractively to provide a quick approximate profile 
and estimates of the scale length of the displayed 
galaxy . 

G R A P H S - allows the results from ELLFOU, ELL-
PRO or SECTOR to be displayed and analysed 
easily to determine galaxy scale lengths and esti-
mates of the central surface brightness. 

H I S T P E AK - examines pixel values and calculates 
statistical quantities such as: median, modal count 
(background), kurtosis, skewness, standard devia-
tion, absolute deviation, modal count half width, 
smoothed histogram modal count, etc. Of par-
ticular importance is the background count value, 
without which objects on the image cannot be ac-
curately profiled. 

LOBACK - determines background counts for differ-
ent parts (defined in a text file) of an image. Allows 
highly accurate profiling of multiple galaxies. 

H S U B - a version of HISTPEAK ready for incorpo-
ration into your own programs, thereby providing 
any of the quantities mentioned above. 

FASTME D  uses a fast algorithm to apply a me-
dian filter to an image. This can remove image 
background fluctuations above a certain size. 

SKEW - highlights the parts of an image that are 
poorly  

  scrambles all  pixels whilst retaining 
the count statistics. This may be used with CORR 
to identify  galaxies at very faint isophotes. 

T O P P E D - removes cosmic-ray events and the pixels 
immediately adjacent to them. In addition, this 
might be used to remove all parts of the image 
above a certain brightness level. 

C O R R / S E L F C / S E L F C W - cross- or self-correlates 
a galaxy template with an image, making it easier 
to identify diffuse faint objects. 

Trials comparing the results of ELLPRO with those 
generated from the same image by RGASP show that 
usually there is agreement within 0.02 for ellipticity and 
5 degrees for position angle. 

An advantage of using ESP is that it employs the 
standard NDF file structure. This means that virtually 
everything you might want to do with a galaxy image, 
e.g. reduction, identification, profiling or presentation, 
can be carried out on the same files v/ith no need for 
conversions between image formats since CCDPACK, 
PISA and KAPPA all operate on NDF-based files. In 
addition, the software is user-friendly and very robust. 

The documentation (SUN/180) takes you through 
several sample sessions, and gives a blow-by-blow de-
scription of what is going on at each stage. The software 
will shortly be made available on Unix platforms. Users 
wanting further information and pre-release versions of 

 can obtain them from me upon request. 
Figure 1, on the next page, shows sample output 

from the program, and the article on page 18 describes 
an investigation into barred galaxies which used ESP 
in the analysis. 

Grant Privett, Starlink, Cardiff 
gjp@castor.astro.cardiff.ac.uk 
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Figure 1. This shows three examples of output generated by the ESP galaxy proñling package while it was 
being used to study the galaxy IC3374C. At the top is a screendump of an interactive session in progress. Below this 
are graphs showing two ways of displaying results. 
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Nuclear bars or triaxial bulges in barred galaxies? 

The figures for this article are shown before the text so that the closely related figures l a and lb are shown on 
facing pages. The text is on page 22. 

Figure l a . Faise colour print of the J-band  image of NGC4321 showing the nuclear bar morphology. 
N is down, E to the left and the field covered is 252 arcsec (37.0 kpc) square. 
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Figure  Contour plot of NGC4321 over the same region as Figure la. Axes are marked in pixels (1 pixel 
1.395 arcsec) and the data are contoured from 14.0 to 17.6 mag. arcsec~2 in 0.4 mag. intervals. 
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 2 (previous page) Plots of radial variation of position angle, ellipticity,    

results from the CNR. 

Figure 3. (this page) Greyscale plot of the 2D      
0.3  to 0.65 (white) mag. and the spatial coverage  104 x 135 arcsec (14.0 x 18.2 kpc). 
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The presence of a bar is likely to be an important 
factor in fuelling nuclear (starburst/AGN) activity in 
many galaxies. In particular, an increasing proportion 
of barred galaxies are now known to possess starbursts 
in the form of active star formation within circumnu-

 rings  Recent theoretical studies pro-
vide a possible explanation for the bar/activity con-
nection. In simulations, a rapidly rotating secondary 
(i.e. nuclear) bar is found to provide an efficient means 
of transporting material from the CNR onto the nu-
cleus, thereby fuelling LINERs and Seyferts. 

There is some support for this hypothesis, as many 
Seyferts are known to possess CNRs (e.g. NGC1068, 
1097, 3783, 5728, 6951). However, our understanding 
of the importance of the bar is far from complete as 
we lack detailed knowledge of the nuclear gravitational 
potential in suitable active galaxies. Fortunately, these 
theoretical studies can be tested by observing the mor-
phological properties of the stars in the nuclei of barred 
galaxies: searching for substantial isophote twists which 
may be indicators of nuclear bars. 

A preliminary study of the phenomenon of isophote 
twisting was given in Starlink Bulletin No. 10 (p 25). 
Unfortunately, these data were limited in spatial cover-
age and in objects studied. A  survey of nearby 
barred galaxies was required, the specific objectives of 
which would be to determine the proportion of galaxies 
with nuclear bars, and to investigate the link between 
such bars and CNRs. A survey of this nature would also 
be an ideal means of confirming (or otherwise) the exis-
tence of triaxial bulges in barred galaxies. This article 
reports the initial results of just such a survey. 

Isophote twists 

Simultaneous J,  and K  photome-
try was undertaken of 32 large, bright, non-interacting 
barred spirals using the 256 x 256 PtSi array on the 
1.3m telescope at KPNO. The data were reduced in a 
routine manner using a combination of packages within 
the USSC (principally KAPPA and FIGARO). 

To quantify the extent of the isophote twists ob-
served, standard ellipse fitting techniques were applied 
to each (J,  K) image independently, using ESP (see 
page 16). This revealed measurable twists (with respect 
to the primary bar position angles) in 21 objects as 
late as  This amounts to  of the non-edge-
on galaxies in our sample. Interestingly, there appears 
to be no correlation between the presence of isophote 
twists and CNRs. 

By measuring the scale of these twists in relation to 
the sizes of typical CNRs and the minor axis dimension 
of the primary bars, it is possible to identify what pro-
portion of these objects are candidates for nuclear bars. 
At most, 7 objects satisfy these criteria. A particularly 
striking example of this phenomenon is illustrated in 
Figures la and lb , whilst Figure 2 gives ellipse fitting 
results for this particular object. 

What of the remaining 13 objects?  
(e.g. ApJ, 257, 75) has long advocated the existence 
of triaxial bulges in barred galaxies, the properties of 
which could mimic the twists observed in the major-
ity of the sample. Evidence of triaxial bulges is, at 
best, only suggestive in nearby galaxies. This is par-
ticularly so in barred spirals where the complex tran-
sition between bulge and primary bar components ren-
ders any conclusions from photometry alone highly un-
reliable. Indeed, the present results could be readily 
understood as a simple misalignment between a con-
ventional (oblate) bulge and the principal bar. The 
stability of such a configuration remains to be deter-
mined — the frequency of twists in our study rather 
implies it would need to be stable. Of course, a defini-
tive identification of triaxiality in barred galaxies would 
additionally require detailed stellar and gas kinematics 
in the nuclear regions. These data are presently lacking. 

Blue nuclear colours 

A striking property of the near  colour distri-
butions in this sample is that 18 of the galaxies show 
particularly blue nuclei — bluer than typical old stel-
lar populations by  mag. in  and 0.23 mag. 
in  Often, these blues are manifest as elongated 
structures reminiscent of discs or dust lanes (Figure 3). 

The blue colours are unlikely to result from un-
resolved CNRs (such rings are always very red owing 
to the contributions from M giants and supergiants). 
As few of the galaxies concerned are active, there can 
also be little contribution from the featureless blue 
continuum detected in many Seyferts/LINERs. Both 
the stellar and non-stellar components in Seyferts and 
LINERs are red in such colour indices, suggesting a 
mechanism other than nuclear activity to account for 
these colours. A possible explanation is a reduction of 

  mag. in extinction. This may result from 
the collimation of gas along the bar within the coro-
tation radius, thereby reducing the  extinc-
tion when measurements are made within circular aper-
tures centred on the nucleus. More observational data 
are necessary to address this interesting possibility. 
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Gems from the Questionnaire 

Entering the Questionnaire data is boring work (it 
took about 2 weeks). Respondents would be astonished 
at the joy their (occasional) abuse caused — it was 
stimulating. 

The greatest problem was the illegibility of some 
astronomers' writing; sometimes we simply had to guess 
what they meant. Perhaps Starlink should offer reme-
dial English classes to its users. Another problem was 
what to do with invalid entries. Asked to assign a mark 

 the set [1,2,3,4,5], some people wrote  "500". 
One person wrote "aargghh!  We decided he 
meant "1." 

Some of the answers given are, frankly, puzzling. 
One person claimed to spend 90% of his time using 
Starlink, but marked it as 'unimportant'. (I wonder 
what unimportant work he found to occupy the other 
10% of his time.) Several people emphasised the fact 
that they used Starlink hardware a lot, but Starlink 
software only a little. But one bloke claimed to use 
our hardware 60% of the time, and our software 70% 
of the time. Nice to see someone giving 130% effort. 
(People weren't asked to distinguish between hardware 
and software usage, but they did so anyway.) 

Asked in question 3 to suggest improvements to 
Starlink software, one user wrote  am satisfied with 
things as they are." Then he went and spoilt it by 
adding  think you should ignore old-stagers like me... ' 

But the gem of the replies was the student who, 
when asked what data reduction problem he would 
most like to see tackled, replied "My PhD thesis." 

Mike Lawden, Starlink, RAL mdl@star.rl.ac.uk 

Starlink Questionnaire, 1993-94 

The "Starlink Software Survey — Questionnaire 
1993-94" was distributed to all registered Starlink users 
in January and has proved to be very successful and 
valuable. One reason for this success has been the ex-
cellent response rate. 

Many thanks to everyone who returned their 
questionnaire! 

524 returns have been received and analysed. This 
represents 32% of the 1646 users registered in January. 
More importantly, about 40% of users classified as ac-
tive researchers responded, and these users (Starlink's 
raison d'être) dominate the data set (406 returns). The 
questionnaire data are, therefore, highly relevant to the 
problems facing Starlink's planners. 

Data quantity 

A lot of hard information has been obtained. Each 
questionnaire had space for up to 632 answers, although 
(fortunately!) most of these could be omitted by most 

people. A total of 40570 numerical answers were ob-
tained, plus 946 free-text comments. This presentation 
of some of the results has caused my normal "Statisti-
cian's corner" to expand to this 5-page (including the 
plots) article. 

Purpose 

The prime purpose of the questionnaire is to help 
the Project and Panel decide priorities for software sup-
port and documentation production. A full analysis 
will be presented to the Starlink Panel in July. Here 
we present a brief summary which gives a preliminary 
indication of some of the results obtained. Full details 
will be published later. 

Preliminary results 

In the histograms on the pages which follow, I have 
shown those options in each question which attracted 
the highest scores. There were 10 questions, and all 
except number 5 (which was free text) asked you either 
to give an option a mark from 1 (Dreadful) to 5 (Very 
good), or to distribute a budget of 100 points among a 
list of options. 

For "1 to 5" questions, I show either the sum of all 
the marks awarded (total marks), or the average mark. 
Thus, in the  - Software quality" histogram, the 
software item CHR got an average mark of 4.13 (a bit 
higher than '4' which means 'Good'). 

For the "budget of 100 points" questions, I show 
the sum of the points awarded to a particular option 
expressed as a percentage of all the points awarded. 

Of course, the number of awards for a particular 
option is important, as well as totals and averages, For 
example,  has the highest average mark (5.00) for 
software quality in question 1, but this average is based 
on only 2 awarded marks (both of which happened to be 
'5'). SLALIB comes 5th with an average quality mark 
of 4.21, but this is based on 77 awarded marks, so it 
has a higher statistical significance. The full analysis 
will take the number of awards in account. 

The histogram for Q8/9 is based on awards to in-
dividual options in the question. The final analysis will 
be based on aggregations of related options. 

Question 10.1 was a bit different from the others 
in that here users were asked what percentage of their 
working time was spent using Starlink. The histogram 
shows the distribution of the answers given. Each bar 
shows the number of answers which fell in a range of 
width 10, centered on the value shown. Thus, 53 an-
swers fell between 0% and 10% and the bar is labelled 
'5 ' . 

What Q10.1 shows is that there isn't such a thing 
as a "typical" Starlink user; the population is very di-
verse. This confirms what we have found by experience: 
You can't please all the users all the time. 

Mike Lawden, Starlink, RAL mdl@star.rl.ac.uk 
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Starlink Software Survey - Questionnaire  
Top scorers 
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Starlink Software Survey - Questionnaire  
Top scorers 
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Starlink Software Survey - Questionnaire  
 scorers 
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Starlink Software Survey - Questionnaire  
Top scorers 
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STARLINK INFORMATION 

Starlink sites  site managers: 
Site Managers can be contacted on username s t a r . 

B I R M I N G H A M : School of Physics a n d Space Research, Uni-
versity of Bi rmingham, E d g b a s t o n P a r k Road, B I R M I N G H A M , 
B15 2 T T . Tel: 021-414-6447. Bill  s tar . s r .bham.ac .uk. 
C A M B R I D G E : Th i s is a single Starl ink node wi th a single 
computer cluster serving three organisat ions:  Royal Green-
wich Observatory, Madingley Road , C A M B R I D G E , CB3 OEZ. 
Tel: 0223-374000. (2) Ins t i tu t e of Astronomy, University of Cam-
bridge, Madingley Road , C A M B R I D G E , C B 3 0HA. Tel: 0223-
337528. (3) Mul lard Radio As t ronomy Observatory, Cavendish 
Laboratory , Madingley Road , C A M B R I D G E , CB3 0HE. Tel: 
0223-337200. 
Peter  Phil Herridge, Steve Percival, Geraint Lewis. 
mail .as t .cam.ac .uk (1  2); 
David Titterington.  (3). 
C A R D I F F : Dept of Physics  Astronomy, University of Wales 
College of Cardiff, P O Box 913, C A R D I F F , CF2 3YB. Tel: 0222-
874000 X5282. Rodney  astro.cf.ac.uk. 

 Dept of Physics , Universi ty of Durham, South Road, 
D U R H A M , DH1 3LE. Tel: 091-374-2131. Alan Lotts,  Mur-
ray. s ta r .dur .ac .uk . 
E D I N B U R G H : Royal Observatory , Blackford Hill, E D I N B U R G H , 
EH9 3HJ . Tel: 031-668-8377. John Barrow, Karen Brazier, Kevin 

 s tar . roe .ac .uk . 
G L A S G O W : Dept of Physics  Astronomy, Universi ty of Glas-
gow, G L A S G O W , G12 8 Q Q . Tel: 041-339-8855 X4268. 
Shashi Kanbur. as t ro.gla .ac.uk 
H A T F I E L D : Dept of Physical Sciences, Universi ty of Hertford-
shire, College Lane, H A T F I E L D , Her ts ,  9AB. 
Tel: 0707-284601. Tim Gledhill. s tar .her ts .ac .uk. 

 Astrophysics Group , Dept of Physics , Blacket t Labora-
tory,  Pr ince Consort Rd, L O N D O N , SW7 2BZ. 
Tel: 071-589-5111 X6658. Nick  s tar .ph. ic.ac.uk. 
J O D R E L L B A N K : Nuffield Radio As t ronomy Lab, University 
of Manches ter , Jodrel l Bank , M A C C L E S F I E L D , Cheshire,  
9DL. Tel: 0477-571321 X293. Richard  jb .man.ac .uk . 
K E E L E : Dept of Physics , Universi ty of  K E E L E , Staffs, 
ST5 5BG. Tel: 0782-621111 X7889. James Albinson. 
astro.keele.ac.uk. 
K E N T : Electronic Engineer ing Lab, Universi ty of Kent , CAN-
T E R B U R Y , Kent , C T 2 7 N T . Tel: 0227-475406. Subhash Rehan. 
s tar .ukc.ac .uk. 
L E I C E S T E R : Dept of Physics a n d Astronomy, University of Le-
icester, University Rd, L E I C E S T E R ,  7RH. Tel: 0533-523599. 
Geoff Mellor. s tar . le .ac.uk. 
L I V E R P O O L : School of Chemical a nd Physical Sciences, Liver-
pool John Moores University, B y r o m St, L I V E R P O O L , L3 3AF. 
Tel: 051-231-2338 Alan   
M A N C H E S T E R : Dept of Ast ronomy, Universi ty of Manch-
ester, Oxford Road, M A N C H E S T E R , M13 9PL. Tel: 061-275-
4236. Michael  s ta r .as t .man.ac .uk . 

N O R T H E R N I R E L A N D : T h e following two sites are regarded 
as a single Starl ink  
(1) Armagh Observatory, College HiU, A R M A G H , B T 6 1 9DG. 
Tel: 0861-522928. Martin  s ta r .a rm.ac .uk . 
(2) Dept of Pu r e and Applied Physics, Queen ' s Universi ty of 
Belfast, BELFAST, B T 7  Tel: 0232-245133 X3648. 
Paul  s tar .phy.qub.ac.uk. 

O X F O R D : Dept of Astrophysics, Nuclear Physics Building, Ke-
 Road, O X F O R D ,  3RH. Tel: 0865-273311. Paul Collison. 

astro.ox.ac.uk. 
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